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Deep sequencing exposes small RNA transcriptome differences between
low- and high-temperature stress responses in Arabidopsis
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Motivation and Objectives

clustered all clean reads into unique sequencPlant small RNAs (sRNAs) include two major es with associate copy numbers generating
groups distinguished by their different modes of 2,134,578 (NT), 1,534,898 (LT) and 3,308,837 (HT)
biogenesis - microRNAs (miRNAs) and small-inter- unique tags for the three libraries.
fering RNAs (siRNAs). Despite of numerous studies on the involvement of particular sRNA in plant Results and Discussion
stress response, there are only few reports on the Under the NT and LT conditions, the sRNA popugenome-wide sRNA profiles generated under dif- lations were dominated by 21-nt sRNAs. Another
ferent stress treatments (Borsani et al., 2005; Yan important finding is that there are many proteinet al., 2011; Katiyar-Agarwal et al., 2011). To under- coding genes that give rise to differentially exstand the involvement of the various sRNA groups pressed sRNAs following temperature shifts. The LT
in plant response to different stress factors, we treatment caused increased production of sRNAs
characterized sRNA datasets produced by high- of sense polarity from numbers of cold-responthroughput sequencing (HTS) from Arabidopsis sive genes such as COR15A, COR47, COR413,
plants suffering from low-temperature (LT) and KIN2, KIN1. The HT treatment induced production
high-temperature (HT) stress for 24 hour. Our study of sRNAs of sense and antisense polarity from
for the first time presents the genome-wide sRNA many genes encoding functionally diverse proprofiles of LT and HT treated plants and reveals teins. Amongst the temperature induced sRNAthat they greatly differed in the first 24 hours of producing loci, several can be selected whose
sRNA profiles can be used to distinguish HTS listress onset.
braries generated under low-temperature stress
from those generated under high-temperature
Methods
Using Solexa technology for HTS that produces treatment.
highly accurate and quantitative readouts of sRNAs, three sRNA libraries were generated and se- Acknowledgements
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